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Looking at Landscapes: 
An introduction to the Educator’s Resource 

Landscapes have been traditionally known as works of art that depict scenes of nature, including mountains, lakes, 

gardens or rivers, similarly a picture representing a view of natural inland scenery. 

 

 Artists have been painting landscapes since ancient times.  The Greeks and Romans painted landscapes onto walls.  

After the fall of the Roman Empire, landscape painting became the background for religious works rather than the 

subject. 

 

This resource aims to present a range of approaches to working with landscapes; the different ways to look at 

landscapes whether taken into it to look at public-sited sculpture or to reflect upon a painting of a landscape.  For 

Richard Long’s work it is about feeding the viewers imagination with what can happen in that space.  The images of 

landscapes provide different ways to experience landscape and make connections to places. 

 

The Whitworth Art Gallery has a unique relationship with landscape due to it’s specific location set in a park, and its 

wealth of landscapes in the Gallery’s collections.  From watercolours by JMW Turner to drawings by Robert Cozens  

and textiles by Polly Binns to sculptures by Jacqueline Donachie, the Whitworth has always shown a particular interest in 

landscapes.  2014 will see the opening of a dedicated Landscape Gallery which will look out into the trees of the 

park, leaving the viewer feeling like they themselves are amongst the landscape. 

 

The Landscape of your youth shapes and forms you.  Whether your yearn for that same landscape or reject it as an 

adult, those formative years immersed in specific environments provide a foundation for how you react to landscape, 

space, sense of place and your identity. 



John Piper, The Slopes of Glyder Fawr, 1947  



Glyder Fawr from Smug Mug photo sharing site - Tryfan & The Glyders 23rd July 2011 

	  

Recent images of Glyder Fawr   
	  



John Piper (1903-1992) 

John Piper was a versatile English painter, graphic artist, theatre designer, stained glass artist and writer.  He was most famous for 
his romantic landscapes and architectural views of ruined churches, stately homes and castles. 

 

Piper gained recognition as an abstract artist in the early part of his career, exhibiting with the London Group and he became 
secretary of the Seven and Five Society which included Henry Moore, Ivon Hitchens, Ben Nicholson and Barbara Hepworth.  He 
soon became disillusioned with non-representational art. By the end of the 1930s he had reverted to naturalism. 

 

At the outbreak of the Second World War, Piper was commissioned by the 'war artists' scheme' to capture the effects of the war 
on the British landscape capturing the atmosphere of bomb-damaged buildings in Bath, Bristol, Coventry and London, depicting 
a sense of loss and nostalgia. He worked swiftly and often with the buildings still on fire. After the war he was commissioned to 
design stained-glass windows for the new Coventry Cathedral. 

 

In 1943 the War Artists Advisory Committee commissioned Piper to record the interior of Manod Mawr quarry. This site housed 

artworks from the National Gallery and the Royal Collection to protect them from bombing during the Blitz. However, the dark 
conditions of the quarry made it impossible for painting or drawing and the commission was abandoned. So Piper chose to 
explore North Wales instead, in particular the mountains of Wales.  He used guidebooks and geological handbooks to get a 
sense of the locality and was inspired by works depicting the area by JMW Turner and Richard Wilson. 

 

The exhibition at the Whitworth shows Piper’s paintings from North Wales, focusing on the Welsh mountainous regions of 
Snowdonia and Cader Idris. He would immerse himself in the landscape, walking or cycling for long periods of time, irrespective 
of the often wild weather.  This experience drew him to find out more about geology and to see the rocks as the structure or 
bones for which the landscape lay upon.  Piper drew fluidly, responding both to the geographical, accurate details of the 
landscape as well as intuitively responding to the rugged landscapes in a more abstract manner.  It was by inhabiting in the 
landscape that Piper really got to understand the environment.  Piper rented a cottage with his family called Pentre.  The 
cottage was based at the foot of a hill and was often flooded and inaccessible due to bad winter weather conditions.  He then 
moved to another rented house called Bodesi in 1947 which they rented during the autumn and winter, which explains further 
the wild and rugged wintery paintings from this time in North Wales.  After this intense period of seven years, 1943-1950, the Pipers 
moved to Pemrokeshire. 

 

The large drawings and paintings that he made in Snowdonia are amongst Piper’s strongest works. They tell of his close 
understanding of the landscape of that place and his connection with the rock and sky surrounding him. 
  

 

 

 

 



John Piper, Rocks at Capel Curig c. 1950 

	  



Map showing the location of Glyder Fawr and Capel Curig in North Wales taken from Google Maps 

 

http://www.winstercavers.org.uk/Walk_UK_NorthWales_IdwallToCapelCurig.aspx 

 



Rocks at Capel Curig - Submitted by pwithnall 

November 2012  

http://www.cuhwc.org.uk/albums/2012/nov/

capel-curig-trip-2012_pwithnall 

Rocks at Capel Curig  

May 2009 

Approaching the summit ridge of Tal y Fan, a prominent 

feature marks the lower contact zone of the thick, dolerite 

intrusion. Here, rocks of the Ordovician Capel Curig 

Volcanic Formation are seen to be cleaved mudstones 

and tuffs which appear to have been baked and 

indurated by the overlying sill-like intrusion. The toughened 

rocks make a resistant zone which stands out like a wall 

from the grassy slope. 

© Copyright Jonathan Wilkins and licensed for reuse 

under this Creative Commons Licence 

http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/1359398 

Recent images of Capel Curig   



John Piper Further Information	  
Web Links 

 

http://www.whitworth.manchester.ac.uk/whatson/exhibitions/johnpiper/ 

John Piper at Whitworth Art Gallery 

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/john-piper-1774 

Tate biography 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/artists/john-piper-4128 

Explore the paintings of John Piper 

http://www.portlandgallery.com/artist/John_Piper/bio 

Artists biography 

http://timlewis.smugmug.com/Other/Tryfan/18384962_WZRL6M/1417063013_gS6LDzL - !i=1417062641&k=spXMqGz 

Glyder Fawr from Smug Mug photo sharing site - Tryfan & The Glyders 23rd July 2011 

 

Suggested Activities 

 

•  Take a journey to a rural, mountainous location and make drawings in the landscape.  Try to let the weather and 

the environment influence the type of marks you make and/or the colours that you select. 

•  Take a large sheet of paper, minimum A2 size, and place on the floor and draw the landscape before you using 

the materials around you – mud, grass, water, chalk, etc. 

•  Make sketches outside in a landscape over a period of time.  Note the difference in how close the sky feels to 

the landscape depending on the environmental factors such as weather, climate, light etc. and how that 

impacts on the landscape – whether appearing rugged or calm. 

•  Have a go at Geographing!  This is a game, a geography project and a national photography project.  Take a 

photograph of a site and submit the photograph with a caption to the open on-line community. 

http://www.geograph.org.uk/register.php  How many grid squares will you contribute?  

 



Geology at Manchester Museum 
http://www.museum.manchester.ac.uk/yourvisit/galleries/rocksandminerals/ 

The Manchester Museum rock and mineral collections are one of the finest in the country. In total, there are about 

22,000 mineral specimens and 15,000 rocks. Spectacular examples are on display.  The Museum has loaned a 

selection of Welsh rocks to accompany the John Piper exhibition at the Whitworth.  A guide is provided to use in the 

exhibition to help you identify the rocks.  

 

Facts about rocks 

 

All rocks are either igneous, sedimentary or metamorphic, based on the three different ways that they are formed. A 

rock is made up of 2 or more minerals.   Minerals are made up of a single or a combination of chemicals. 

•   Igneous rocks are tough, frozen rock melts with little texture or layering; mostly black, white and/or gray minerals; 

may look like granite or like lava (for example quartz, onyx) 

•  Sedimentary rocks are hardened sediment with sandy or clayey layers (strata); mostly brown to gray; may have 

fossils and water or wind marks (for example limestone) 

•  Metamorphic rocks are tough, with straight or curved layers (foliation) of light and dark minerals which form after 

a change takes place due to extreme heat or pressure ; various colors; often glittery with mica (for example 

slate) 

 

Geologists use the rock's grain size and hardness to identify the rock type and where it originates. 

Grain Size: 

 "Coarse" grains are visible to the naked eye, and the minerals can usually be identified using a magnifier; "fine" grains 

are smaller and usually cannot be identified with a magnifier. 

Hardness: 

The Moh Scale is a system developed to grade the hardness of minerals, where 1 (talc) is the softest and 10 

(diamond) the hardest.  Quartz or Onyx is rated a 7.  A mineral with a given hardness rating will scratch other minerals 

of the same hardness and all samples with lower hardness ratings. Igneous rocks are always hard. Metamorphic rocks 

are generally hard. 

 



Richard Long, A Line Made by Walking 1967 

	  



Richard Long (b.1945) 

Richard Long radically changed the artist’s view of the landscape.  A landscape was no longer something to be 

observed, but a place where an artist could be immersed.  In 1967, Long created a work A Line Made by Walking, 

where he walked to and fro along the same piece of grass for 20 minutes to create a temporary line.  His discussions 

and walks in the sixties and seventies with the American artists Robert Smithson and Nancy Holt were central to the 

thinking that brought about the Land Art movement. Since then, Long has made sculptures during his many walks, the 

art being inseparable from his movement through the landscape. He also works in his studio, making works of art for 

display in galleries.   Throughout his career, Long’s work has been exhibited internationally, including at the Venice 

Biennale (1976 and 1980), Documenta 5 and 7, Guggenheim (1986), San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (2006), 

Tate Modern (2009). He was awarded the Turner Prize in 1989. 

 

Richard Long has been somewhere and brought the remnants of his experience there back to show us.  These are the 

works which Long wanted to show at the Whitworth based on the concrete flooring and in the context of the gallery 

spaces.  Two stone sculptures, White Onyx Line and Tideless Stones are both made from quarried stone, alongside text 

works which capture the action and experience of a solitary walk into words.  One sculpture is a line, the other an arc 

– key recurrent shapes within Long’s practice.	  The works are meticulously selected and carefully arranged 

assemblages of stone and word which ask our imaginations to enter into a place like the one Long ventured within. 

We walk around, stand still, we look and think, and remember how it feels to be in the landscape. In creating works to 

show in galleries, Long asks us to participate in making the meaning of the work of art.  For White Onyx Line, the white 

onyx, a type of quartz, although white in colour still makes a bold statement which encourages the viewer walk up 

and down it’s length leaving invisible lines of their path. Tideless Stones are made from limestone paving slabs that 

once lined a river bed.  They are laid out as if they are half of the ripple pattern created by an object disturbing the 

surface of water.  Half visible and the other half hidden on the other side of the wall. 

 

The text works are An Eight Day Walk in the Cairngorm Mountains, Scotland 2007 and A Day’s Walk Across Dartmoor 

Following the Drift of the Clouds 2000.  The walk in the Cairngorms takes the form of a mountain constructed from 

resonant words, whereas the Dartmoor walk persuades us to follow the line of words as Long did with the clouds. 

 

There is space to interact with the works at the Whitworth in the gallery whilst contemplating the sculptures and text, 

and to take these thoughts outside whilst walking in local landscapes where personal connections can be made.  

 

 

 

 

 

	   
 

	  



Richard Long 

White Onyx Line 1990 

White onyx 

 

“Richard Long’s work is all about walking.  He wants you to walk 

around his work.  There will never be any instruction for the viewer 

to do this but the scale and line of his work leads you to walk 

around the work.” 

 

Mary Griffiths, Curator of Modern Art, Whitworth Art Gallery 

 

 

 

Richard Long 

Tideless Stones 2008 

Limestone paving stones 

 



Installation of the Richard Long works, 

Whitworth Art Gallery	  
To assist with the installation of the artworks Richard Long provides certificates for each work with clear instructions.  The 

stones arrived in crates.  Long has said that the stones only become art once they have been put in place according 

to the certificates.  Two stone pieces are exhibited at the Whitworth Art Gallery – White Onyx and Tideless Stones.  For 

the installation of White Onyx, the gallery was instructed to make a first layer of stones ensuring that the stones were 

touching one another to take the form of a line.  Three art technicians started from one end of the sculpture, laying 

down the white stones,  placing the larger stones evenly so that they appeared random and did not create a pattern.  

Once this had been achieved, a second layer of smaller stones filled any gaps.  The technicians had observed the 

way in which Long had installed other works himself and tried to emulate his process by working swiftly with lots of 

movement and an intuitive response to the placement of the rocks.  This way of working provided a good insight into 

Long’s practice.  Stones which displayed too much red pigment from iron ore were discarded as it was felt that Long 

would want mainly white onyx stones. 

 

Tideless Stones was more complicated to install.  This work is made to abut a straight wall with a central line, 7 inner 

arcs of lighter stones and 5 outer arcs of darker stones.  Arcs touching at the corners.  It proved to be quite puzzling to 

achieve the right shape.  By wanting a particular form, Richard Long had led the technicians to employ a certain 

degree of tightness.  Hence by gradually tightening up the arcs, the desired shape was achieved.  The stones were 

determining without words what was required through tightening and slackening the material (stones) provided by 

Richard Long.  The pool of stones appeared, revealed and buried at the same time. 

 

Both text pieces provided the text along with a description of the colour required for the vinyl lettering. Long instructed 

that the vinyl should be the colour of the sky for A Day’s Walk Across Dartmoor Following the Drift of the Clouds.  The 

shade of blue was imagined by the curator based on a sunny blue sky with a hint of coldness or grey.  It proved easier 

for An Eight Day Walk in the Cairngorm Mountains which stated black and red vinyl. 

 

The materials for all these works only become art once they have been installed following Long’s instructions, without 

this vital information and an understanding of his practice, all that remains is stones and coloured vinyl.  Yet once 

constructed, the works are easily identified as art made by Richard Long. 

 



Richard Long, An Eight Day Walk in the Cairngorm Mountains, Scotland 2007 

Text work 

 

“Text works are there to feed your imagination” Richard Long 

 

In this piece Long uses words to build a cairn.  He felt this was the best way to convey the experience of that place at 

that time. 

	  



Richard Long Further Information	  
Web Links 

 

http://www.richardlong.org/ 

Richard Long’s official website 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/2012/jun/15/richard-long-swinging-60s-interview 

15 June 2012 – The land artist gives a rare interview 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/sculptors/12820.shtml 

An extract from Omnibus, the arts programme, Richard Baker introduces Richard Long, ... 

http://www.therichardlongnewsletter.org/other-exhibitions 

Richard Long’s Newsletter with his current exhibitions and latest news 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD2Ai_BECbg 

Richard Long mud painting at M-shed in Bristol 2011 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5v7m0G3AA8 

Installation of Water Falls June 2012 at The Hepworth Wakefield 

 

Suggested Activities 

 

•  Find a location outside in a park, field or urban patch of land and walk repeatedly over the same path.  Think 

carefully, how long you want the path to be, how long you will continue to walk backwards and forwards over 

the same path and how you would like to record this path. 

•  Visit Richard Long’s newsletter site http://www.therichardlongnewsletter.org/other-exhibitions.  Look at the artists 

who Long exhibits alongside for the group shows.  Look up one or two of the other artists.  Compare the artists’ 

practice, the similarities and differences. 

•  Make a drawing of a site using the materials from the site, for example mud, twigs and berries. 

 

 

	  



Cyprien Gaillard 

The Whitworth Park Obelisk 2011  

	  



Cyprien Gaillard (b. 1980) 

Gaillard’s practice is pre-occupied with  man’s traces on nature.  He uses a variety of approaches and methods to 

explore these ideas including sculpture, painting, etching, photography, video, performance and large scale 

interventions in public space.  He is intrigued by the concept of modernist housing projects and combines their 

imagery with earlier art, sometimes from ancient cultures. 

 

The Whitworth Art gallery commissioned the celebrated French artist Cyprien Gaillard to create a sculpture for the 

redundant plinth in the Whitworth. As part of his initial research for Obelisk, Gaillard wanted to see sites related to the 

Manchester music scene.  His first stop was Hulme, which is close to the Whitworth. At the end of Bonsall Street, Gaillard 

visited the site where the concrete Hulme Crescents once loomed.  Opposite the Crescents was the original location 

for  Caribbean Social Club, then the PSV, and finally the Factory of Tony Wilson’s Manchester.  Gaillard visited other key 

sites related to the music history of Manchester including the Hacienda and then to Wythenshawe where thousands of 

working class of Mancunians were moved to after the Second World War to a huge new housing development.   

 

Gaillard had previously explored the form of an obelisk in previous works.  For this site-specific impressive obelisk, he 

created a monument to Hulme and Moss Side, which is classical in style but made of concrete taken from sites in the 

two neighbourhoods. Bringing together the architecture of the late 1960s around Bonsall Street with the lives that were 

led in those flats in Hulme and with the neo-classical forms of the eighteenth century prospect in the Bowes Street 

area of Moss Side, by using recycled concrete and brick respectively. This sculpture is a permanent work which marks 

the start of a long-term plan to regenerate the park working with the Friends of the Whitworth Park and will include 

further public-sited art commissions. 

 

This sculpture placed in the landscape, not only asks us to question the landscape in relation to the sculpture but also 

asks us to consider the lives of the people that pass this sculpture and live within the landscape.  It connects man 

immediately with nature and how we respond to landscape and all we encounter within it.  Once again, it is very 

different from solely observing a landscape, when you experience that landscape and sculpture from your own 

personal experience. 

 

  

  

 



Christ Blessing Little 

Children was the first  

sculpture which on 

the plinth.  The statue 

was removed after 

damage caused 

during World War Two 

and it was never 

returned… 

…the plinth prior 

to the installation 

of Obelisk in the 

Whitworth Park, 

Manchester 



Cyprien Gaillard Further Information	  
Web Links 

 

http://aajpress.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/cyprien-gaillard-the-whitworth-park-obelisk/ 

Obelisk, The Whitworth Art Gallery, The Whitworth Park 

http://haywardprojectspace.blogspot.co.uk/2010/07/cyprien-gaillard-glasgow-2014.html 

Obelisk, GLASGOW 2014 

http://www.momaps1.org/exhibitions/view/364 

Current exhibition at MOMA PS1 till March 2013 

http://www.castrocorp.co/blog/?p=47 

Hulme Crescents Manchester RIP 

http://www.newmanchesterwalks.com/walks-tours/places-ancoats-to-worsley/hulme-a-world-on-its-own/ 

Manchester Walks - Hulme became the setting for one of the most extraordinary social engineering-cum-

architectural projects Britain has ever seen. 

 

Suggested Activities 

 

•  Select an image of a landscape, load onto a computer and experiment with the introduction of new buildings, 

trees, lakes and other places of interest to create a new landscape using a photo manipulation software.  If you 

don’t have the software, use a free on-line photo editor such as pixir http://pixlr.com/editor/ 

•  Make a themed tour of a place and film key locations.  The connection could be music or famous people or 

sites of personal significance.  Think carefully about how the film can convey the importance of the specific 

environment. 

 

 

	  



The past - Hulme 

Crescents in the 1980’s 

Hulme in the past and  

Moss Side in the future	  

Bowes Street Family Housing – 

A redevelopment of existing 

terrace houses 2011 



Nancy Holt, Trail Markers 1969 



Nancy Holt (b. 1938) 

A pioneer in conceptual and public art, Nancy Holt is a key member of the Land Art movement, which began in the 

late 1960s with artists in New York taking their work out of the gallery and into the landscape. Alongside her sculptural 

works Holt has always used photography and film, not only to document her work, but as a continuation of her interest 

in with memory, perception, time and space.  

  

Holt is most well-known for her large-scale sculptural works in the environment, such as Sun Tunnels, 1976. Four 

concrete tunnels, 18ft long and 9ft in diameter, are aligned in pairs along an axis of the rising and setting sun on a 

summer or winter solstice. Like many of her works the pipes act as viewing devices for the sky, the surrounding 

landscape and each other, locating the viewer in the landscape and also in relation to the movement of the planets 

and the sun. Sun Tunnels is located in The Great Basin Desert in Northern Utah, where she eventually bought 40 acres 

of land.  It is an isolated spot where people often go to break land speed records and the earth is saline so nothing 

can grow. As a result little has changed over the time Holt has lived there. 

 

 Holt’s approach to photography, plays with the detail of the landscape and a hint at the presence of man by the 

inclusion of a orange dot in her photographs from the series called Trail Markers 1969.  When first looking at the 

photographs, it is difficult to determine whether the dots have been placed on rocks by man or whether they are 

perfectly formed clusters of lichen.  It is this uncertainty which encourages the viewer to look more closely at the 

landscape.  On describing her experience Holt stated ‘I’d never been on a moor before, and it was magical. There 

were all these orange dots that led the way. So I followed the dots, which were trail markers, and they became the 

structure for a set of photographs.’   These dots act as an interesting device for connecting the photographic 

landscapes as well as a useful guide for the walker.  It conjures up images of the trailblazer who first made this new 

track through the wild moor country – what kind of a pioneer were they? 

 

The two landscapes above are hugely different, one set in a dry, arid desert in America and the other a wild, largely 

undiscovered moor in the UK.  For Holt, both locations are magical and places where she felt a personal connection.  

The works bring the viewer to those spaces too bringing their personal experiences. Holt encourages us to engage with 

the landscape through her use of shapes or or apertures of circular forms to focus our attention.  All works exist as a 

series, nothing exists alone…like she is saying all in the universe is totally connected. 

 

 



Nancy Holt, Sun Tunnels 1976 

	  



Nancy Holt Further Information	  
Web Links 

 

nancyholt.org 

Nancy Holt’s official website 

http://haunchofvenison.com/artists/nancy_holt/ 

Holt’s ‘Photoworks’ exhibition at Haunch of Venison June 2012 

http://guides.library.cornell.edu/content.php?pid=40834 

Guide to resources on earth art 

 

 

 

	  

Suggested Activities 

 

•  Buy a chalk aerosol to make temporary marks within the landscape.  Make a stencil, such as a circle or 
a star.  Go out into the countryside, a park or urban wasteland to experiment with making your mark.  
Think carefully about where you make your mark and how it changes the way you look at that space.  
Document the marks with photography.  Think carefully about linking the marks and the type of path 
you have created. 

•  Attach a cardboard tube to the lens of your camera or make a single or multiple aperture using 
cardboard tubes to take photographs of your chosen landscape. 

 

	  



Related Web Links	  
http://landartnet.org/ 

The Landscape and Arts Network was launched in 1993 by artist Francis Carr with the aim of bringing together 

landscape architects, engineers, architects, artists, educationalists and ecologists. 

 

http://www.tate.org.uk/search?f%5B%5D=im_vid_50:2147 

Tate Gallery’s website’s search for Land Art. 

 

http://chrisdrury.co.uk/ 

My work makes connections between different phenomena in the world, specifically between Nature and Culture, 

Inner and Outer and Microcosm and Macrocosm. 

 

http://www.geograph.org.uk/ 

The Geography® Britain and Ireland project aims to collect geographically representative photographs and 

information for every square kilometre of Great Britain and Ireland, and you can be part of it. 

 

http://www.robertsmithson.com/ 

Robert Smithson is an American artist famous for his earth works such as Spiral Jetty. 

 

http://www.daringdesigns.com/earthworks.htm 

Key large scale land art including views from satellite and maps 

 

8.net/blog/2011/12/02/art-in-the-landscape-series-ancient-earthworks 

Art in the Landscape Series: Ancient Earthworks 

 



Optional Extras 

KS4 

Sculpture in the Environment 

A bespoke artist-led session exploring sculpture in the Whitworth Park. 

Half day £90, Full day £180 for up to 20 students 

 

KS4-5 

The Knowledge Series 

FREE Tailored tours led by University of Manchester undergraduate and post-graduate students.  Tours are 

approximately 30 minutes in length. 

 

KS4-5 

Landscape Exhibition Tours 

FREE tours of John Piper, The Mountains of Wales, Sublime, Watercolours of the Welsh Landscape from the Gallery’s 

collection, and Land Art, Richard Long and Nancy Holt.  Tours are approximately 45 minutes in length. 

 

 


